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The acquisition and tracking strategies of the BeiDou navigation satellite signals are affected by the 
modulation of Neumann-Hoffman code (NH code), which increases the complexity of receiver 
baseband signal processing. Based on the analysis of probability statistics of the NH code, a special 
sequence of incoming signals is proposed to evade the bit transitions caused by the NH code, and an 
NH Code Evasion and Stripping method (NCES) based on the NH-pre-modulated code is 
proposed. The NCES can be applied in both 20-bit NH code and 10-bit NH code. The fine 
acquisition eliminates the impact of NH code on the traditional tracking loop. These methods 
were verified with a BeiDou PC-based software-defined receiver using the actual sampled signals. 
Compared with other acquisition schemes which try to determine or ignore the NH code phase, the 
NCES needs fewer incoming signals and the actual runtime is greatly reduced without sacrificing 
much time to search in the secondary code dimension, and the success rate of acquisition is 
effectively improved. An extension of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based parallel code-phase 
search acquisition gives the NCES an advantage in engineering applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION. Secondary encoding is widely used in BeiDou, Galileo and
the modernisation of the Global Positioning System (GPS). The new Globalnaya 
Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS)-K generation also adopts sec-
ondary encoding in its Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) signal. Secondary en-
coding can improve the correlation by extending the period of the spreading code, which 
allows data synchronization to occur quickly and reduces the interval of the spectrum line 
(Borio, 2011). The narrowband interference is suppressed further (Jin et al., 2011). In the 
modernisation of GPS, the length of L1C signal secondary en-coding is 1800 bits and the 
period is 18 seconds, corresponding to the code rate of 100 bps (bit per second). The NH 
code is encoded in both the data channel and pilot channel of the L5C signal, but the 
lengths are 10 bits and 20 bits respectively (Leclère et al., 2014). The Galileo system 
encodes the secondary code of different periods and different lengths in every channel. 
Galileo E1 uses a 25 chip secondary code whereas the E5 signal uses 20, 100, 4 and 100 
chip secondary codes for E5a-I, E5a-Q, E5b-I and E5a-Q respectively (Margaria et al., 
2012; Shivaramaiah et al., 2008). The GLONASS-K generation encodes a 5-bit Barker 
code (BC = 00010) in the data channel and a 10-bit NH code in the pilot signal. The 
symbol rate of both secondary codes is 1 millisecond per code symbolGlobal  
(ThoelertNavigation et  al., Satellite2011). System (GNSS) software-defined receiver 
technology has experienced fast development and is highly valued for its programmability 
and di-versity. Review articles about software-defined receivers have been published in 
the past few years (Presti et al., 2014; Principe et al., 2011; Mao and Chen, 2009). The 
main difference between a hardware and a software receiver consists in the acquisition, 
track-ing and data demodulation steps. In a traditional receiver, these operations are per-
formed by specific hardware, properly designed and optimised to implement them, and 
not able to adapt to new signals without requiring a new design. Software-defined 
receivers allow use of a more general hardware (Field Programmable Gate Array 
(FPGA)/Digital Signal Processor (DSP)/Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)/Personal 
Computer (PC)) to execute code that is optimised and faster for acquisition, tracking and 
navigation data demodulation (Feng et al., 2012). New algorithms and methods of signal 
processing can be tested and evaluated on a software-defined re-ceiver platform (Borre et 
al., 2007; Pany, 2010; Xie et Focussingal.,  2014).on the implementation of BeiDou 
software-defined receivers, what should be recognised is that many algorithms that are 
implemented for the GPS re-ceiver can be readily available to the BeiDou receiver 
without any major modification (Zeng et al., 2016). But the mixed constellation and 
different navigation data formats increase the complexity compared with legacy GPS and 
Galileo. The BeiDou system has two navigation data streams according to the 
transmission rate and frame structure: D1 and D2. The BeiDou D1 navigation data is 
transmitted from Inclined Geosynchronous Orbit (IGSO) and Medium Earth Orbit 
(MEO) satellites and its structure is similar to GPS L1. BeiDou D2 navigation data is 
transmitted from Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellites and its structure is 
significantly different from that of D1. Secondary encoding in D1 and high transmission 
rate in D2 make the traditional acquisition and tracking scheme no longer common. 
Different naviga-tion data frame structures and error correction coding also increase the 
burden in data demodulation.

Over the last two years, the BeiDou software-defined receiver based on a personal 
computer (PC-based) has been introduced for scientific research (Bhuiyan et al.,
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2014; Juang et al., 2013). Focusing on the NH code of the BeiDou D1 navigation 
message, the acquisition and tracking strategy applied in the PC-based software re-
ceiver will be discussed in detail in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction of 

BeiDou and discusses the BeiDou navigation data structure and classical satellite ac-
quisition scheme. Section 3 describes the acquisition method, which is the original con-
tribution of this work. In section 4, the NH code stripping method based on NH-Pre 
modulated code is presented and discussed. Section 5 provides actual data collection 
and experimental verification. Finally, Section 6 is the conclusion.

2. BEIDOU NAVIGATION DATA ANALYSIS. The Chinese BeiDou Navigation
Satellite system provides local services to the Asian-Pacific areas with 14 satellites in 
orbit from late 2012 and the globalisation process has begun with new generation satel-
lites being launched since 2015. Different from the other global satellite navigation 
systems, the BeiDou system has a mixed space constellation that when fully deployed 
will have five GEO satellites, 27 MEO satellites and three IGSO satellites (Jin et al., 
2016). The GEO satellites operate at an altitude of 35,786 kilometres and are posi-
tioned at 58·75°E, 80°E, 110·5°E, 140°E and 160°E, respectively. The MEO satellites 
operate at an altitude of 21,528 km and an inclination of 55° to the equatorial plane. 
The IGSO satellites operate at an altitude of 35,786 km and an inclination of 55° to the 
equatorial plane. The full constellation will be operational at the latest by 2020. These 
satellites broadcast navigation signals and messages within three frequency bands 
(Hauschild et al., 2012).
The BeiDou navigation satellite system modulates the NH code in the D1 navigation 

message, whose length is 20 bits and the corresponding rate is 1kbps. The bit length is 1 
millisecond, modulated with navigation information code and Pseudo Random Noise 
(PRN) code synchronously. The secondary encoding improves the ability of 
narrow-band interference suppression, the bit synchronization and the cross-
correlation prop-erty of satellite signals (Liu et al., 2013). The cross-correlation 
side peaks between different satellite signals decrease by at least 3 dB (Shi et al., 
2014). The NH code places greater burdens on acquisition and tracking, which 
increases the complexity of the GNSS receiver at the same time.

2.1. The modulation rules of BeiDou D1 navigation data. D1 navigation data 
includes the basic navigation information, almanac and also time synchronization in-
formation calculated by the BeiDou system. As shown in Figure 1, the data bit rate of 
the BeiDou D1 navigation message is 50 bps and a data bit lasts 20 milliseconds. The 
PRN code cycles 20 periods for each data bit, which is similar to the structure of the 
GPS L1 signal. For the acquisition of legacy GPS, the signal length can be 10 millise-
conds. The bit transition can be ruled out after the non-correlation integration of two 
adjacent 10 milliseconds signal data. The BeiDou navigation data was modulated with 
NH code, and the data bit rate increases to 1 kbps and 10 bit transitions occur in one 
navigation data bit. The bit transition can occur in every 1 millisecond random sam-
pling signal, which means that the traditional 1 millisecond coherent integration acqui-
sition is no longer applicable. The PRN code of the BeiDou system is 1 millisecond. As 
the 1 ms signal data is sampled randomly, the bit transition can be avoided only if the 
start point of the sampling signal falls into the dashed part of Figure 1. That
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probability is only 45%. For convenience, the above dashed part is defined as a non-
bit-transition section.

2.2. The characteristics of BeiDou D2 navigation data. The data bit rate of the D2
navigation data is 500 bps, which is ten times the rate of the D1 navigation data. The
NH code is not modulated on the D2 navigation data. Since a data bit of D2 navigation
data lasts 2 milliseconds, the GEO satellite signal acquisition can be realised by the
traditional 1 millisecond coherent integration.

2.3. Classical BeiDou satellites acquisition scheme. At present, subject to the
presence of NH code, repeated acquisition based on 1∼2 milliseconds of coherent in-
tegration is more popular for BeiDou IGSO/MEO, but the fact is that the low success
rate of the single acquisition does not change. To improve the success rate of single ac-
quisition, the NH code phase must be taken into account.
As a classical method applicable to a PC-based software-defined receiver, the novel

acquisition technique for a long coherent integration implemented in Bhuiyan et al.
(2014) solved the above problem, which is an excellent example for BeiDou signal ac-
quisition. For IGSO and MEO satellites, a truncated NH code is selected to be
multiplied with the locally generated BeiDou PRN codes to form long NH-code-
modulated-PRN-code-cycle. A similar phase-preserved scheme was implemented for
GEO satellite acquisition. The acquisition was realised with the above modulated
code and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based correlation. The above technique
was implemented by finding the NH code phase, but the calculation and integration
time is challenging. Moreover, the length of incoming signal is long (more than 20
milliseconds) and the frequency bin size for acquisition is small. The traditional
BeiDou acquisition technique (Juang et al., 2013) does not consider the impact of
NH code on the acquisition. A more simple and effective strategy is necessary.

3. BEIDOU ACQUISITION BASED ON SPECIAL SEQUENCE. As the NH
code is sensitive to frequency error, NH code correlation degrades for a frequency
error as small as 30 Hz, when the Doppler offset is up to 30 Hz, the ratio of the
maximum peak to the second peak is attained to 2·59 dB (Zou et al., 2009). In this
section, the special sequence is analysed in detail based on the probability statistics
of data bit transition in the presence of NH code. The acquisition is realised evading
the NH code through parallel code phase search based on discrete Fourier transform.

3.1. The special sequence based on probability statistics. The complexity of acqui-
sition of the BeiDou signal increases due to the presence of the NH code modulation.
To achieve signal acquisition successfully, and reduce the effect of the NH code on

Figure 1. BeiDou D1 navigation message and NH code.
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calculation and acquisition time as much as possible, a special sequence was proposed 
for fast acquisition based on the analysis of probability statistics about the NH code 
sequence, which can improve the efficiency of the NH code. The core idea of the 
above technology is as follows.
In the coarse acquisition stage, a certain number of 1-millisecond-long incoming 

signals are simultaneously selected for integral correlation. This ensures that at least 
one of them does not include data bit transition. The maximum of the correlation in-
tegral is the signal we need for fine acquisition. The NH code will be stripped in the 
tracking. To reduce the calculation, the number of 1-millisecond-long signals for 
coarse acquisition should be as few as possible. In this article, a special sequence of in-
coming signals was found through probability statistics. Table 1 shows the statistics of 
the non-bit-transition section. The first column shows the NH code phase that the start 
point of a 1-millisecond-long incoming signal might fall into, corresponding to 20 bits. 
The first line shows the number of milliseconds of delay in the incoming signal. Both 
‘○’ and ‘●’ mean non-bit-transition.
In summary, the special sequence {1, 2, 5, 6}, is what is desired. It does not matter 

where the start point is placed in the 1-millisecond-long incoming signal. Using the 
time delay, 1 millisecond, 4 milliseconds and 5 milliseconds respectively, four 1-milli-
second-long signals are obtained. These signals can evade the bit transitions caused by 
the NH code and complete the acquisition successfully. Table 2 shows ‘the 
contribu-tion’ of members in the special sequence for improving the NH code.
Figure 2 shows the acquisition of the special incoming signal sequence from differ-

ent start points. The dark rectangle represents successful acquisition; the white rect-
angle includes a data bit transition which will lead to acquisition failure. Through 
analysis of the figure it can be found that signals more than 1-millisecond-long fall 
into the non-bit-transition section in the special sequence {1, 2, 5, 6}. The experiment 
later will verify that it does not influence the acquisition.
Due to two consecutive 1-millisecond-long sequences, the special sequence applies 

to BeiDou GEO at the same time. The proposed technique is a general approach for 
all types of BeiDou satellites, and is therefore ideal. Referring to Table 2, if the 
first and second milliseconds are selected first, the probability of a non-bit-
transition section is up to 70%. This calculation can be cut by 50%, allowing the 
special sequence to be divided into two steps. If the first and second millisecond 
signals for acquisition fail, then the fifth and sixth millisecond signals are taken for 
acquisition immediately. This two-step strategy can reduce the calculation time.

3.2. Generality of the special sequence in modern GPS and GLONASS-K. As 
described previously, NH code is also introduced in GPS and GLONASS. The 
special sequence proposed above is applied in the GPS L5C pilot channel, but the 
10-bit NH code (0000110101) is different from the 20-bit NH code. The statistics of 
the non-bit-transition section aimed at 10-bit NH code are analysed along the same 
lines. As shown in Figure 3 and Table 3, the special sequence proposed above is also 
applied for 10-bit NH code.

3.3. Parallel code phase search based on the discrete Fourier transform. In 
coarse acquisition, the non-bit-transition signal, whose peak value of incoherent 
integration is higher than the threshold, is obtained using the special sequence. The 
acquisition is completed by a parallel code phase search based on the Discrete 
Fourier Transform (DFT) to get initial estimates of the code offset and carrier 
Doppler. As the PRN code is in parallel processing, the two-dimensional 
searching, including PRN code
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Table 1. The statistics of the non-bit-transition section.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

[0,1) ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[1,2) ● ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[2,3) ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[3,4) ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[4,5) ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[5,6) ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[6,7) ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[7,8) ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[8,9) ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[9,10) ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[10,11) ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[11,12) ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[12,13) ○ ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[13,14) ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[14,15) ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[15,16) ● ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[16,17) ● ● ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
[17,18) ● ○ ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○
[18,19) ○ ○ ● ● ○ ○ ○ ○
[19,20) ● ○ ○ ● ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

1. The statistics indicate that any 1-millisecond-long incoming signal will fall into the non-bit-transition section in no more than 5 milliseconds delay. This means at least
one 1-millisecond-long signal does not include a data bit transition in the B1I satellite signal lasting more than 6 milliseconds.
2. Based on the above, the optimal sequence continues to be simplified. We define two indices: the required delay time and the shortest time fall into the non-bit-transition

section.
3. Analysing the required delay time. Focusing on [9, 10) and [10, 11), when the start point of the incoming signal falls into these two sections, the signal can fall into the

non-bit-transition section with a delay of only 5 milliseconds and 4 milliseconds respectively, which establishes that these are required. When the start point falls into the other
12 start sections, it can fall into the non-bit-transition section based on 5 milliseconds and 4 milliseconds delay.
4. Analysing the required shortest time that falls into the non-bit-transition section. There are six start sections that need to be considered: [0, 1), [5, 6), [6, 7), [7, 8), [8, 9),

and [14, 15). They themselves are in the non-bit-transition section which means no time need to delay except [5, 6) and [7, 8). Sections [5, 6) and [7, 8) can fall into the non-
bit-transition section in 1 millisecond delay.
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phase and carrier frequency, is narrowed down to one-dimensional, i.e., go through all
the possible carrier frequencies. The calculation time is greatly reduced compared to
the serial searching and parallel frequency space searching. Take the B1I signal as
an example:

Table 2. The statistics table of the special sequence for non-bit-transition section.

Signal sequence The section of NH code Number/Percentage

1st millisecond [0,1);[1,2);[2,3);[3,4);[6,7);[8,9);[14,15);[16,17);[17,18) 9/45%
2nd millisecond [5,6);[7,8);[13,14);[15,16);[19,20) 5/25%
5th millisecond [4,5);[10,11);[12,13);[18,19) 4/20%
6th millisecond [9,10);[11,12) 2/10%

Figure 2. The acquisition of special incoming sequence.

Figure 3. 10-bit NH code modulated with navigation message.
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1) After down conversion, sampling and quantisation, the BeiDou signals can be
demonstrated as:

Sj ¼ ACjNH20D j cosð2πfIFtþ φj
IFÞ � Ns ð1Þ

Where A is the signal amplitude, Cj is the pseudo random code, also known as
PRN code, NH20 is the Neumann-Hoffman code of 20 bits; D j is the navigation
data bit, fIF is the carrier intermediate frequency (IF), φ j

IF is the signal initial
phase. The superscript j is the satellite number, whose range is 1∼35, Ns is the
sampling sequence of 1 millisecond.

2) Generate the local carrier and PRN code. The nominal frequency fB1I of B1I is
1561.098 MHz. The sinusoidal and cosine carrier respectively is:

Icarr ¼ cosðð fIF þNf
� fdÞ � 2 � π � Ts

� NsÞ
Qcarr ¼ sinðð fIF þNf

� fdÞ � 2 � π � Ts
� NsÞ

ð2Þ

Where fd is the step size in searching. Nf is the searching range. Ts is the sampling
time.
The PRN code of the BeiDou B1I signal is Cj, whose rate is 2·046 Mcps and

length is 2046. The PRN code is the balanced Gold code which is shortened by 1
code chip, and is generated by two linear sequences G1and G2 modulo 2 sum.
The G2 sequence phase offset is realised by different tap of shift registers. Both
G1 and G2 sequences are generated by 11 bits shift register, whose generator
polynomials are:

G1ðX Þ ¼ 1þ X þ X 7 þ X 8 þ X 9 þ X 10 þ X 11

G2ðX Þ ¼ 1þ X þ X 2 þ X 3 þ X 4 þ X 5 þ X 8 þ X 9 þ X 11
ð3Þ

The PRN code after sampling is:

CjðnÞ ¼ G1ðX Þ⊗ G2jðXÞ�Ns ð4Þ

The discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of CjðnÞ is CðkÞ. The next operation will
use its conjugated form CðkÞ.

Table 3. Non-bit-transition section of 10-bit NH code.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

[0,1) ● ● ○ ●
[1,2) ● ● ○ ○
[2,3) ● ○ ○ ○
[3,4) ● ○ ○ ○
[4,5) ● ○ ○ ○
[5,6) ● ○ ○ ○
[6,7) ● ● ○ ○
[7,8) ○ ● ● ○
[8,9) ○ ○ ● ○
[9,10) ● ○ ○ ●
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3) Wipe out the carrier and transform to frequency domain. Multiply the local
carrier and IF signals respectively.

iðnÞ ¼ Sj: � Icarr

qðnÞ ¼ Sj: � Qcarr

ð5Þ

Then, iðnÞ and qðnÞ are composed as complex vector form, rpðnÞ ¼ i þ jq. The
DFT of rpðnÞ is:

RðkÞ ¼
XN�1

n¼0

rpðnÞe
�2πjkn

N ¼
XN�1

n¼0

ði þ jqÞe
�2πjkn

N ð6Þ

4) Wipe out the PRN code. For the carrier and PRN code, the correlation calcula-
tion in the time domain is equivalent to the multiplication in the frequency
domain. So the multiplication between CðkÞ and RðkÞ can wipe out the PRN
code and carrier at same time. The inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)
of the multiplication is the correlation value in every code phase.

I þ jQ ¼ IDFT CðkÞ � RðkÞ
n o

ð7Þ

5) The carrier and PRN code are wiped out after the parallel code correlation. The
In-phase and Quadrature channels can be demonstrated as:

I ¼ ANH20D cosðφIF � φLÞ
Q ¼ ANH20D sinðφIF � φLÞ

ð8Þ

Eliminate the interference of carrier phase residual to the acquisition based on
the incoherent integration:

V ¼ I2 þQ2

¼ ½ADNH20 cosðφIF � φLÞ�2 þ ½ADNH20 sinðφIF � φLÞ�2

¼ ðADNH20Þ2
ð9Þ

6) Four sets of incoherent integration are obtained after the above steps. Search the
largest peak and second largest peak in corresponding frequencies. Compare the
ratio between them with the predetermined acquisition threshold. The satellite is
visible if there are ratios that exceed the threshold. On this basis, the maximum is
put into fine acquisition.

7) In fine acquisition, the input is the 1-millisecond-long sequence chosen from the
above step. The coarse carrier frequency and PRN code are known. The accurate
carrier frequency is obtained by a decreased frequency bin size.

The ratio detection method is chosen as the strategy for detecting the visible satel-
lites, which compares the ratio between the two largest correlation peaks against a
threshold. Although in terms of receiver operating characteristics, the threshold com-
parison method, which compares the energy within each cell to a predefined threshold,
outperforms the ratio detection method, we choose the latter in consideration of its
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simplicity in normal signal and the false alarm probabilities are independent of the
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), which yields a constant false alarm rate for a fixed
threshold setting. The probabilities depend on the length of the correlation function,
including the code period and the sampling rate (Geiger et al., 2012). In the coarse ac-
quisition stage, the setting value of the acquisition threshold is 2·5 based on verification
in the tracking loop.

4. NH CODE STRIPPING METHOD BASED ON NH-PRE MODULATED
CODE

4.1. BeiDou signal tracking loop. The main objective of signal tracking is to wipe
off the code and the carrier. A four-quadrant arctangent discriminator, which is
optimal at high and low C/N0 with a wide frequency pull-in range and offers a
linear relationship between the discriminator output and the real frequency error, is
widely used in conventional GPS tracking loops. A four–quadrant arctangent discrim-
inator can enhance the robustness of signal tracking and endure large acquisition fre-
quency errors, but it is sensitive to data bit transitions, which may cause a frequency
error if they are frequent. In most situations the low data bit rate GPS L1 receiver
can meet this condition, but apparently BeiDou cannot. For D1 navigation data,
the data bits last 1 millisecond so every pair of adjacent integration values are in dif-
ferent data bit intervals due to the existence of NH code. For D2 navigation data, the
data bits last 2 milliseconds due to a high data bit rate. So the four-quadrant arctangent
discriminator is no longer applied in the BeiDou receiver.
The two-quadrant arctangent discriminator is insensitive to data bit transition and it

is implanted in this paper, but its limitation is that it has reduced tolerance of frequency
uncertainty coming from the acquisition stage (Yan et al., 2013). It was shown that the
frequency uncertainty tolerance is reduced by half, as compared to the conventional
four-quadrant arctangent discriminator. So the searching precision of the frequencies
must be limited to ±250 Hz to guarantee the normal work of the loop. This is the
reason the fine acquisition is included in Section 3.2. In this paper, the searching
step in fine acquisition is 100 Hz.

4.2. NH code stripping method. The period of the NH code in BeiDou D1 navi-
gation data is 20 milliseconds, equal to the width of a navigation data bit, and the bit
width of the NH code is equal to the period of the PRN code. Evading the influence of
the NH code and getting the PRN code phase and carrier frequency in the acquisition,
the tracking can be done from the start point of the PRN code and the synchronous
period is 1 millisecond, which can evade the influence of the NH code to the tracking
loop. The PRN code and carrier were wiped out in the tracking loop and the naviga-
tion data with NH code are obtained. In this article, the NH code is stripped in frame
synchronization.
In the sub-frame of BeiDou navigation data, the first 1∼11 bits, 11 bit modified

Baker codes are called the frame synchronization code (Pre). The bit sequence is
‘11100010010’. So the length of Pre is 220 milliseconds, equal to 11 cycles of NH
code. Figure 4 shows the flowchart of frame synchronization completed with NH-
Pre modulated code.
As Figure 4 shows, the NH-Pre modulated code is modulatedwith 11 periods of NH

code and the frame synchronization code. The NH-Pre code is used for both frame
synchronization and determining the phase of NH code. The sub-frame head is
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searched via sliding correlation. The inputs are tracking results and the NH-Pre code.
Figure 5 shows the NH-Pre modulated code, whose period is 220 milliseconds.
Figure 6 shows the correlation of NH-Pre code and an actual sampled signal. The

theory value is 220, and the actual correlation output verifies it. The correlation output
of pseudo random data and NH-Pre code is 180 from Figure 6. So set the threshold of
sub-frame synchronization TNH�Pr e as:

180<TNH�Pr e < 220

The sub-frame head is foundwhen the correlation output is higher than the TNH�Pr e.
The length of the sub-frame is 6000 milliseconds. So the sub-frame synchronization
can be completed in 6220 milliseconds. If more than one sub-frame head is found in
6220 milliseconds, it indicates the emergence of a false sub-frame head. Here are
two solutions:

1. Search the next sub-frame head. Take the sub-frame head as the start point,
searching the next sub-frame head 6000 milliseconds later. Two random data
points that are separated by 6000 milliseconds are equal to the Pre at the same
time. In consideration of the phase reversal in tracking loop, the probability is:

ð0�511 × 2Þ2 ¼ 9�5367 × 10�7

This probability is small enough. The sub-frame head can be proved as a correct
one if the next Pre is found, otherwise it is just random data.

2. Decode the sub-frame. Parameters in the sub-frame, including the sub-frame ID
(Fra ID), Seconds Of Weeks (SOW) and other parameters determined by Fra ID,

Figure 4. The frame synchronization based on NH-Pre modulated code.
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their ranges and connections can be used for testing the sub-frame head. The
parameters can be decoded via error-correcting decoding.

It should be noted that the BeiDou navigation system chooses the Bose, Chaudhuri,
and Hocquenghem encoding (which is BCH (15, 11, 1) for short) and interleaving ap-
proach for error correction. The length of BCH code is 15 bits, including 11 data bits
and 4 bits of check code. One error data bit can be corrected. The decoding process and
de-interleaving mechanism are the same for both D1 and D2 navigation messages.
What should be mentioned is that the first 15 bits in the first word of every sub-
frame are not BCH encoded, which is convenient for frame synchronization.

Figure 5. The NH-Pre modulated code.

Figure 6. The sliding correlation of NH-Pre code and tracking results.
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The NH code phase is determined when the sub-frame head is found. The NH code
stripping can be done with sliding correlation in a tracking loop.
The detailed process of BeiDou NH code evasion and stripping can be illustrated by

the flowchart shown in Figure 7.

5. ACTUAL DATA COLLECTION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION.
The BeiDou PC-based software-defined receiver used to verify the above algorithm
is developed by the Navigation Research Center, Nanjing University of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (NRC, NUAA). The BeiDou B1I signal is collected by an IF

Figure 7. Flowchart illustrating BeiDou NH code evasion and stripping.
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sampling system, which is shown in Figure 8(a). Every sampled point is quantised in
two bits. The high bit is the sign bit, 0 represents a positive number and 1 represents a
negative number. The low bit is the value and 0 represents 1 and 1 represents 3. One
byte is used to save only one sampled data. The data is saved in the low two bits; mean-
while the high six bits are taken as zero. The IF sampling system uses an over-sampling
technique, whose intermediate frequency is 4·1304 MHz and sampling frequency is
16·3676 MHz. BeiDou B1I signal spectrum and bin distribution of the digitized IF
samples are shown in Figure 9.
The BeiDou satellites’ marshalling sequence is shown in Table 4.
5.1. The overall acquisition. As Figure 8(b) shows, the B1I signal was collected in

the stadium of NUAAMinggugong Campus, where the antenna was placed on a hori-
zontal crossbar of the football goal on the playground. The Beijing time was 09:30 AM
(01:30 AMUTC Time), August 28, 2014. The datawas collected for about 60 seconds.
The BeiDou satellite acquisition is shown in Table 5, including PRN, code phase and
carrier frequency. The searching step sizes in course acquisition and fine acquisition
are 500 Hz and 100 Hz respectively. The number of visible satellites is ten, including
five GEO, three IGSO and two MEO. The chosen signal indicates the signal used
for detecting the presence of the satellite, along with the estimation of the carrier
Doppler and the code phase.

5.2. Single satellite acquisition. Take PRN-7 satellite as an example. The parallel
code phase searching results are shown in Figure 10. Only the second millisecond
searched an obvious peak (Figure 10(b)), whose code phase is 794 and carrier fre-
quency is 4·131400 MHz. The ratio between peak and mean values in the correspond-
ing frequency is 22·468, which exceeds the threshold. So the PRN-7 satellite is
acquired. The other three sampled signals include the NH code transition.
Figure 11 shows the two-dimensional projections of two-stage acquisition of the

second millisecond, which include the code phase dimensional and carrier frequency
dimensional. 794 and 4·131230 MHz are the final results of the PRN-7 acquisition.

5.3. Comparing the classical and traditional acquisition scheme. The acquisition
in Bhuiyan et al. (2014) and repeated 1-millisecond acquisition were taken for com-
parison, respectively as a classical acquisition scheme and the traditional scheme,
and the former coherent integration periodwas set to 5 milliseconds keeping consistent
within this paper. Table 6 shows the comparison results of three acquisition schemes.
All of them are FFT-based acquisitions and applied to the PC-based software-defined
receiver. This assumes the intermediate frequency, front-end bandwidth, sampling fre-
quency and number of quantisation bits are all the same.
In addition to the theoretical analysis and comparison, the first two schemes were

also tested for IGSO/MEO acquisition based on the same incoming signals (collected
in Section 5.1) and the same computer (Core i3 processor, 3·40 GHz CPU, 4·00 GB
RAM), the frequency searching range and step size are consistent. The actual
runtime is also shown in Table 6.
Analysing the data in Table 6, the scheme proposed in this paper and the classical

scheme can complete a one-time acquisition. The acquisition scheme proposed in
this paper utilises shorter signals and the correlation time summation is much less com-
pared to the classical acquisition scheme. The algorithm is simpler and easier to imple-
ment. Due to the coherent integration period and the frequency bin size, its frequency
uncertainty tolerance is better. The NH code will be stripped in the tracking stage, and
it can be applied to GEO satellites. The actual runtime also proved that the scheme in
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this paper saved a significant amount of time. Compared to the traditional scheme, the
scheme proposed in this paper improves the success rate of single acquisition and reduces
the probability of false acquisition due to NH code and navigation bit transition.
Focussing on Table 6, two points need to be stressed. Firstly, the success rate of the

single acquisition does not mean the acquisition only executes once. Secondly, a long

Figure 8. BeiDou B1I signal collection.

Figure 9. Signal analysis of BeiDou IF sampling system.

Table 4. The PRN sequence of BeiDou satellites.

PRN Satellite types Numbers on orbit

1∼5 Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) 5
6∼10 Inclined Geosynchronous Satellite Orbit (IGSO) 5
11∼35 Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) 4
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Table 5. BeiDou satellites acquisition.

PRN
largest

peak(105)

Second
largest

peak(105) Ratio
Acquisition

(Y/N)
Chosen
signal

Carrier Frequency/MHz

Doppler
Shift/Hz

Code
Phase

Course
acquisition

Fine
acquisition

1 43·207 13·742 3·144 Y 1 4·131400 4·131350 950 5605
2 49·777 11·573 4·301 Y 2 4·131400 4·131350 950 4677
3 63·067 12·512 5·041 Y 2 4·131400 4·131450 1050 14067
4 36·189 13·737 2·636 Y 2 4·131400 4·131450 1050 6118
5 41·310 12·475 3·311 Y 1 4·131400 4·131350 950 12105
6 23·200 11·478 2·021 N
7 50·241 14·185 3·542 Y 6 4·130900 4·131050 650 8810
8 60·799 11·712 5·191 Y 2 4·131400 4·131450 1050 12048
9 21·199 11·657 1·819 N
10 40·863 14·300 2·858 Y 6 4·131900 4·131650 1250 11543
11 73·932 12·795 5·778 Y 1 4·130900 4·130950 550 9015
12 33·849 11·248 3·010 Y 1 4·128900 4·128750 −1650 8006
13 17·364 10·493 1·655 N
14 17·486 11·041 1·584 N

Figure 10. The coarse acquisition of PRN-7.
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coherent integration has a natural advantage against noise and weak signals, which is
the classical scheme’s superiority. The actual sampling experiment above proved that
the acquisition scheme in this paper was feasible under normal circumstances.

Figure 11. Two-dimensional projections of acquisition.

Table 6. Comparison between two acquisition schemes.

NCES proposed
in the paper Classical scheme Traditional scheme

Incoming signals ⩽6 milliseconds ⩾24 milliseconds Depend on NH code
phase

Key technology Special sequence based
on probability statistics

NH-code-modulated-
PRN-code-cycle

Repeated acquisition

Coherent integration period 1 millisecond 5 milliseconds 1 milliseconds
correlation time summation 6 milliseconds 100 milliseconds ⩾1 millisecond
Frequency bin size 100 Hz 133·33 Hz 666·67 Hz
Success rate of single
acquisition

100% 100% 45%

Strip the NH code NO YES NO
Applied to GEO satellites YES NO YES
Actual runtime 5428·3 milliseconds 534379·3 milliseconds Depend on NH code

phase
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6. CONCLUSIONS. The presence of secondary code brings advantages and add-
itional performance, but also makes the acquisition more difficult. Exploiting the sec-
ondary code adds a third dimension to the acquisition search. The core idea of this
paper is to bring the evasion thought to the processing of NH code in modern
GNSS, including BeiDou, GPS and GLONASS.
The superiority of the NH Code Evasion and Stripping scheme (NCES) is in

evading the hazard of NH code to signal acquisition. The mature parallel code
phase search based on FFT can be used without any modification. Theoretical
analyses are given on the fine acquisition and ratio detection method. The impact of
secondary encoding to the traditional tracking loop is elaborated and stripping the
NH code in sub-frame synchronization will not bring additional calculative burdens.
The generality has been analysed with modern GPS and GLONASS-K, and the facil-
ity, practicality and flexibility have been compared to the other schemes and verified in
a real environment. A BeiDou PC-based software-defined receiver is implemented to
support the above work.
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